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Main issues
• The solid earth stays put to be observed, the atmosphere, the
oceans, & many other things, do not."
• Two types of information:"
- direct → observations, and"
"
- indirect → dynamics (from past observations);"
"
" both have errors."
• Combine the two in (an) optimal way(s)!
• Advanced data assimilation methods provide such ways:"
- sequential estimation → the Kalman filter(s), "
"
"
"
" particle filters, and"
- control theory → the variational & adjoint method(s)"
• The two types of methods are essentially equivalent for simple
linear systems (the duality principle)"

Main issues (continued)
• Their performance differs for large nonlinear systems in:
- accuracy, and
- computational efficiency
• Study optimal combination(s) of, as well as improvements
over, currently operational methods (4-D Var, EnKF).
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Atmospheric data
Drifting
buoys: Ps –
267

Bengtsson, Ghil & Källén (eds.): "
Dynamic Meteorology, !
Data Assimilation Methods (1981)!

Cloud-drift: V
– 2x2259

Polar orbiting
satellites: T –
5x2048

Aircraft: V –
2x1100

Balloons : V –
2x581x10
Radiosondes : T, V 3x749x10

Ship & land
surface: Ps, Ts ,
Vs – 4x3446

Total no. of observations = 0(105)
scalars per 12h–24h "
 0(102 ) observations/[(significant "
!d-o-f) x (significant Δt)]"
Nowadays 0(107) obs. & more d-o-f
of interest, too!"

Ocean data – past

Total no. of !
(oceanographic observations)/!
(meteorological observations) !
= O(10–4) for the past; &!
! = O(10–1) for the future :!
Syd Levitus (1982). !

Ocean data – present & future
Altimetry ⇒ sea level; scatterometry ⇒ surface winds & sea state;!
acoustic tomography ⇒ temperature & density; etc. !

Courtesy of Tong (“Tony”) Lee, JPL!
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Evolution of DA
Transition from “early” to “mature”
phase of DA in NWP:!
– no Kalman filter (Ghil et al., 1981
(*))!
– no adjoint (Lewis & Derber,
Tellus, 1985);
Le Dimet & Talagrand (Tellus,
1986)!
(*) Bengtsson, Ghil & Källén (Eds., 1981),
Dynamic Meteorology: !
!Data Assimilation Methods.!
M. Ghil & P. M.-Rizzoli (Adv. Geophys.,
1991).!

Basic ideas of data assimilation
and sequential estimation - I
Simple illustration
We want to estimate!
T – the temperature of this room, based on the readings !
T1 and T2 of two thermometers,!
! by a linear estimate! T̂ = α1 T1 + α2 T2
!The interpretation will be: !
! !T1 = Tf - first guess (of numerical forecast model) !
! !T2 = To - observation (R/S, satellite, etc.)!
! T̂ = Ta - objective analysis !!

Basic ideas of data assimilation
and sequential estimation - II
If the observations T1 and T2 are unbiased, and we want T̂ to be unbiased, !
then α1 + α2 = 1, !
so one can write !
!!
!
T̂ =
T1! + α!2 (T2! − T!1 ) : !updating (sequential).!
If T1 and T2 are uncorrelated, and have known standard deviations, !
! A1 = σ1–2, A2 = σ2–2,!
then the minimum variance estimator(*) is !

A2
T̂ = T1 +
(T2 − T1 ),
A1 + A2
and its accuracy is !
! !Â = ( A1 + A2) ≥ max {A1, A2}.!
(* )

BLUE = Best Linear Unbiased Estimator!

Advection of
information
Upper panel (NoSat):!
Errors advected !
off the ocean

{6h fcst} – {conventional (NoSat)}!

b) {“first guess”} - {FGGE
analysis}
φ300

Lower panel (Sat):!
Errors drastically reduced,!
as info. now comes in,!
off the ocean!

φ300
Halem, Kalnay, Baker & Atlas !
(Bull. Amer. Meteorol. Soc., 1982)

The main products of estimation(*)
•
•
•
•

Filtering (F) – “video loops”
Smoothing (S) – full-length feature “movies”
Prediction (Pr) – NWP, ENSO
Parameter estimates (Pe) – all of the above + DADA
Distribute all of this over the Web to
scientists, and the
“person in the street”
(or on the information
superhighway).
In a general way: Have fun!!!

(*) F

+ S + P: N. Wiener (1949, MIT Press); Pe – a lot recently
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A little history – I

A little history – II

“If it should prove to be possible to obtain the large-scale wind field from temperatures
alone, the time-table for the implementation of GARP might be substantially advanced.”

A little history – III
Charney et al., JAS, 1969: “If it [were] possible to obtain the large-scale wind field from temperatures
alone, the time-table for the implementation of GARP might be substantially advanced.”

Ghil et al., MWR, 1979: “Satellite-sounding data, though promising, provide only one of
the basic variables, viz., temperature. Moreover, while the conventional data sets are
available simultaneously over the entire globe, temperature sounding data are obtained
only in asynoptic, time-continuous fashion. In one of the earliest efforts at using remotesounding temperatures for NWP, Charney et al. (1969) put forward the conjecture that a
complete knowledge of the continuous temperature history of the atmosphere will
determine other initial state variables, in particular the winds.
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with (u,v) the velocity, φ the geopotential, and f the Coriolis parameter. In this model, knowing the
history of the mass field means knowing (x, y, t) and hence ( t , tt ) at any given instant.
<latexit
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A little history – IV
Charney et al., JAS, 1969: “If it [where] possible to obtain the large-scale wind field from temperatures
alone, the time-table for the implementation of GARP might be substantially advanced.”

In a rotating Cartesian (x,y)-coordinate system the linearized shallow-water equations (SWEs) are

t

ut +
x

f v = 0,

vt +
y

+ f u = 0,

+ (ux + vy ) = 0,

Differentiating the three equations above w.r.t. x, y and t, respectively, and substituting the mixed
derivatives uxt and vyt from the first two into the third one, yields:

f (vx

uy
uy )

vx =
(

ux + v y =
t/

f
1

(
xx

+
yy )

tt /

+
tt

= 0.

This equation, together with the continuity equation above, leads to the Cauchy-Riemann system
for the velocity components below:

,
),

where Δ is the Laplacian. Similar diagnostic relations for the velocities were obtained for nonlinear
SWEs and baroclinic models. E. Titi & colleagues obtained recently rigorous & more general results.

Stabilization of the forecast–assimilation system – II
Assimilation experiment with the !
40-variable Lorenz (1996) model!
Spectrum of Lyapunov exponents:!
Red: free system!
Dark blue: AUS with 3-hr updates!
Purple: AUS with 2-hr updates!
Light blue: AUS with 1-hr updates!

Carrassi, Ghil, Trevisan & Uboldi,
(CHAOS, 2008)

!
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Detection & Attribution (D&A)
Observed
forcing!
Natural +
anthropogenic !
forcing!

Observed !
system behavior!
Evidence of !
causal links?!

Temperature, !
precipitation, …!
Trends + events!

Space physics data

… and now

Two decades ago …

Space platforms in Earth’s magnetosphere!

Parameter Estimation for Space Physics – I!
!Daily fluxes of 1 MeV relativistic electrons in Earthʼs outer radiation belt
(CRRES observations from 28 August 1990)!
!Kp - index of solar activity (external forcing) – used to determine the position!
of the plasmapause Lpp !
(black) in the observations

Kondrashov, Shprits, !
Ghil & Thorne !
(J. Geophys. Res., 2007)

L*

log(PSD)

Phase-space densities (PSDs) in the Van Allen radiation belts vary by several orders of!
magnitude over the interval 1 ≤
! L !≤ 6R
! E , !where RE = Earthʼs radius. This interval !
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(b) Model run, different parameters
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D. Kondrashov, Y. Shprits!
& M. Ghil (Space Weather, !
2011, submitted)!
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➤ Data in meteorology, oceanography and space physics!
- in situ & remotely sensed!
➤ Basic ideas, data types, & issues!
- how to combine data with models!
- transfer of information!
! – between variables & regions!
- filters & smoothers!
- stability of the forecast-assimilation cycle!
➤ Parameter estimation!
- model parameters!
- noise parameters – at & below grid scale!
➤ Novel areas of application!
! !- space physics!
! !- shock waves in solids!
! !- macroeconomics!
! !- paleoclimate!
➤ Concluding remarks and bibliography!

Parameter estimation for energy balance models with
memory (EBMMs) – I
One considers a 1-D paleoclimate model governed by an EBM for zonally averaged
surface air temperatures T(t, x):
✓
◆
@T
@
@T
c(x)
=
k(x)
+ µ Q(x)[1 a(x, T )] g(x, T );
@t
@x
@x
here Ri = µ Q(x)[1

a(x, T )] is the absorbed solar

radiation, with a = a(x, T) the planetary albedo, and
Ro = g(x, T) is the terrestrial radiation, modified by the
greenhouse effect, while 0  x  1 is a meridional
variable. The albedo depends on past temperatures,
because of the long time needed to build up and melt
ice sheets.
Ghil (JAS, 1976), Bhattacharya, Ghil & Vulis (JAS, 1983),
Roques, Chekroun et al. (PRS-A, 2014)

Zonal belt with heat capacity
C(x) and temperature T(t, x),
subject to incoming radiaWon Ri,
outgoing radiaWon Ro, and
meridional diﬀusion D.

Parameter estimation for energy balance models with
memory (EBMMs) – II
The memory effects are represented by a history function H = H(t, x, T),
Z 0
H(t, x, T ) =
(s, x) T (t + s, x) ds, t > 0, x 2 (0, 1),
⌧

with the non-negaWve kernel
@T
@
c(x, H(t, x, T ))
=
@t
@x

= (s, x) that sums to unity, thus yielding the general EBMM:
✓

@T
k(x)
@x

◆

+ f (t, x, T, H(t, x, T ));

here f = Ri – Ro is the net radiaWon balance, aﬀected by the past history.
The observaWonal data come from proxy
records of past temperatures and ice
volume, with errors in both age-daWng
(abscissa = Wme axis) and “transfer
funcWon” (ordinate = climate variable).

Roques, Chekroun et al. (PRS-A, 2014)

Parameter estimation for energy balance models with
memory (EBMMs) – III
The initial data for this functional PDE are
T (s, x) = T0 (s, x), s 2 [ ⌧, 0], x 2 [0, 1]
and we use Neumann boundary conditions at the 2 poles (or pole and equator, by
symmetry). This semi-empirical EBMM requires determining coefficients from the proxy
records, e.g., the ratio ↵ = ↵(x) between Ri and Ro:
f = f↵ (t, x, T, H) = f1 (t, x, T, H) + ↵(x) f2 (t, T, H), H = H(t, x, T ).

Here f = f [↵] = Ri Ro is the reaction function in our reaction-diffusion model.
Under reasonable assumptions on f1 , f2 , H, c, k, ↵ and , one can prove that — given
exact initial data over ⌧  t  0 and exact data on T and Tx at a single point 0 < x0 < 1
(i.e., for a single “core”) over some interval 0 < t < t* — the coefficient ↵(x) is determined
uniquely!
But we are interested now in the more realistic situation in which a statistical model of
the observation process is needed. We assume that T(t, x) = T0 is the initial data with
prior distribution ⇡1 and that the unknown coefficient ↵ has prior distribution ⇡2 .
Data will be provided at three sites (cores) Sk, k =1, 2, 3, in the interval’s right half:
S1 = 0.5, S2 = 0.7, and S3 = 0.9.
Roques, Chekroun, Cristofol, Soubeyrand & Ghil (Proc. R. Soc. A, 2014)
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Computational advances	

a) Hardware !
!- more computing power (CPU throughput)!
!- larger & faster memory (3-tier)!

b) Software!
!- better numerical implementations of algorithms!
!- automatic adjoints!
!- block-banded, reduced-rank & other sparse-matrix algorithms!
€
!- better ensemble & particle filters!
!- efficient parallelization, ….!

How much DA vs. forecast? !
- Design integrated observing–forecast–assimilation systems!!

Observing system design	

➤ Need no more (independent) observations than d-o-f to be tracked: !
!- “features” (Ide & Ghil, Dyn. Atmos. Oceans, 1997a, b);!
!- instabilities (Todling & Ghil, 1994 + Ghil & Todling, 1996, MWR);!
!- trade-off between mass & velocity field (Jiang & Ghil, JPO, 1993). !
➤ The cost of advanced DA is much less than that of instruments & platforms: !
!- at best use DA instead of instruments & platforms. !
!- at worst use DA to determine which instruments & platforms !
€
! (advanced OSSE)!
➤ Use any observations, if forward modeling is possible (observing operator H)!
!- satellite images, 4-D observations; !
!- pattern recognition in observations and in phase-space statistics. !

Conclusions
• Theoretical concepts can play a useful role in devising !
!better practical algorithms, and vice-versa.!
• Judicious choices of observations and method can !
!stabilize the forecast-assimilation cycle. !

• Trade-off between cost of observations !
!and of data assimilation.
• Assimilation of ocean data in the coupled O–A system !
!is useful.
• They help estimate both ocean and coupling parameters.!
• Changes in estimated parameters compensate for !
!model imperfections.

The DA Maturity Index of a Field!
• Pre-DA: few data, poor models"
• The theoretician: Science is truth, donʼt bother me with the facts!
• The observer/experimentalist: Donʼt ruin my beautiful data with "
your lousy model!!

• Early DA: ""

"

• Better data, so-so models.
• Stick it (the obsʼns) in – direct insertion, nudging.

• Advanced DA:

""

"

"

• Plenty of data, fine models.
• E(n)KF, 4-D Var (2nd duality); UKF, particle filters, etc.

"

• Post-industrial DA:!
!

!

(Satellite) images  (weather) forecasts, climate “movies” …

Concluding remarks
We’ve come a long way in 50 years — some advances are laborious and
incremental (e.g., sequential vs. control-theoretical methods), but others !
are fresh and exciting.!
!
The latter include new areas of application !
!– biology, geomagnetism, paleoclimate, space physics, …, DADA,!
! as well as novel methodological challenges!
!– multi-scale and multi-model problems!
!– inverse problems for evolution equations, !
including climate simulation & sensitivity studies,!
! & uncertainty quantification!
Technological advances both pose new problems (massive data sets, higher
resolution, …) and help solve them.!
!
Overall, it’s a brave new world, in which data and models actively speak to each
other, and we do so to both: enjoy!!
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Parameter Estimation	

a) Dynamical model 	

	

dx/dt = M(x, µ) + η(t) !
!yo = H(x) + ε(t)!
!Simple (EKF) idea – augmented state vector!
!dµ/dt = 0, X = (xT, µT)T!

b) Statistical model	

	

L(ρ)η = w(t),
!L – AR(MA) model, ρ = (ρ1, ρ2, …. ρM)!
	

Examples: 1) Dee et al. (IEEE, 1985)
– estimate a few parameters in the
€
covariance matrix Q = E(η, ηT); also the bias <η> = Eη;!

	

2) POPs - Hasselmann (1982, Tellus); Penland (1989, MWR; 1996, Physica D);
Penland & Ghil (1993, MWR)!
!3) dx/dt = M(x, µ) + η: Estimate both M & Q from data (Dee, 1995, QJ), Nonlinear
approach: Empirical mode reduction (EMR: Kravtsov et al., J. Clim., 2005;
Kondrashov et al., J. Clim., 2005, J. Atmos. Sci., 2006; Kravtsov et al., in Palmer &
Williams (Eds.), Cambridge U. P., 2010; Strounine et al., Physica D, 2010)!

Global warming and ‘‘global weirding’’
“CLIMATE STRANGE!
FORGET GLOBAL WARMING—AND!
GET READY for GLOBAL WEIRDING!
BY BRYAN WALSH”!
!
TIME MAGAZINE, Dec. 29, 2014 – Jan. 5, 2015!

“The New Rule: For the next few (?)
years, global warming will lead to
colder, more brutal winters.” !
Ø Oh, thank you for the latest prediction from a science journalist — based !
on interesting but still rather tentative, & hotly debated, suggestions from !
a few media-loving (& vice-versa) researchers.!
!
Ø And if this is so certain, why wasn’t it predicted by IPCC(*) and other models
BEFORE it happened?!
!
(*) Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change!

Parameter estimation for space physics – II!
HERRB-1D code (Y. Shprits) –
estimating phase-space density !
!f and electron lifetime τL:!

Different lifetime parameterizations for !
plasmasphere – out/in: 	

τLo = ζ/Kp(t); τLi = const.!
What are the optimal lifetimes to match
!the observations best? !

Parameter estimation for space physics – III
Daily observations from the “truth” —
τLo = ζ/Kp, ζ = 3, and τLI = 20 —
are used to correct the model’s “wrong”
parameters, ζ = 10 and τLI = 10.
The estimated error tr(Pf) ≈ actual.
When the parameters’ assumed uncertainty
is large enough, their EKF estimates
converge rapidly to the “truth”.

Black – actual errors for state estimation only
Red – actual errors for state and
parameter estimation
Blue – EKF-estimated error (tr Pkf)

• No observing system without data assimilation and no assimilation
without dynamicsa!

• Quote of the day: “You cannot step into the same riverb twicec”!
(Heracleitus, Trans. Basil. Phil. Soc. Miletus, cca. 500 B.C.)!

a of

state and errors!
B Meandros!
c “You cannot do so even once” (subsequent development
of “flux” theory by Plato, cca. 400 B.C.)!
Τα πάντα ρεί = Everything flows!

!

Evolution of DA – II!
Cautionary note:!
“Pantheistic” view of DA:!
• variational ~ KF; !
• 3- & 4-D Var ~ 3- & 4-D PSAS !
!or EnKF. !
Fashionable to claim itʼs all the same
but itʼs not: !
• God is in everything, !
• but the devil is in the details.!
!M. Ghil & P. M.-Rizzoli !
!(Adv. Geophys., 1991).!

